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Abstract – This simulation study was designed to study the power and type I error rate in QTL
mapping using cofactor analysis in half-sib designs. A number of scenarios were simulated
with different power to identify QTL by varying family size, heritability, QTL effect and map
density, and three threshold levels for cofactor were considered. Generally cofactor analysis
did not increase the power of QTL mapping in a half-sib design, but increased the type I error
rate. The exception was with small family size where the number of correctly identified QTL
increased by 13% when heritability was high and 21% when heritability was low. However,
in the same scenarios the number of false positives increased by 49% and 45% respectively.
With a liberal threshold level of 10% for cofactor combined with a low heritability, the number
of correctly identified QTL increased by 14% but there was a 41% increase in the number of
false positives. Also, the power of QTL mapping did not increase with cofactor analysis in
scenarios with unequal QTL effect, sparse marker density and large QTL effect (25% of the
genetic variance), but the type I error rate tended to increase. A priori, cofactor analysis was
expected to have higher power than individual chromosome analysis especially in experiments
with lower power to detect QTL. Our study shows that cofactor analysis increased the number
of false positives in all scenarios with low heritability and the increase was up to 50% in low
power experiments and with lower thresholds for cofactors.

cofactor analysis / quantitative trait loci / power / false positives

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of mapping quantitative trait loci (QTL) in livestock is to
identify chromosomal regions affecting quantitative traits and ultimately to
use the existing variation in those chromosomal segments to select superior
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individuals from a population. Detection of QTL in outbred half-sib family
structure has mainly been based on interval mapping of single QTL on in-
dividual chromosomes [6, 7, 14]. These methods do not take possible QTL
on other chromosomes into account. Jansen [10, 11] and Zeng [20] proposed
methods to account for linked and unlinked QTL by fitting markers as cofac-
tors. These methods were developed for inbred line cross experiments, and
Jansen et al. [12] and Kao et al. [13] described methods for multiple QTL
mapping in outcrossing species. Cofactor analysis is expected to have higher
power than individual chromosome analysis and especially in experiments
with lower power to detect QTL. The argument put forward for increased
power is the decrease in the residual variance by correcting for variance ex-
plained by the cofactors [3, 20]. Consequently, the test statistic, which is a
function of residual variance, increases and the power of detecting additional
QTL increases. The increase can be substantial, since putative QTL become
part of the complete model in which all cofactor effects are estimated jointly
to give the best fit of the data. De Koning et al. [3] identified initially five
QTL for milk yield, significant at 5% chromosome-wise threshold with indi-
vidual chromosome analysis. Using cofactors, they observed eight QTL ex-
ceeding the 5% genome-wise significance threshold. Bennewitz et al. [1] also
observed a 39% increase (from 18 to 25) in the number of QTL detected when
cofactors were included in the model in comparison to single chromosome
analyses. Schulman et al. [16] reported 67% increase (from 6 to 10) in the
number of QTL detected with cofactor analysis in comparison with single
chromosome analysis. Viitala et al. [18] used the cofactor analysis to iden-
tify QTL affecting milk production traits. They found only two genome-wise
significant QTL when chromosomes were analysed individually. The cofactor
analyses detected a total of 31 genome-wise significant QTL from the same
data set. Holmberg and Andersson-Eklund [9] also used the cofactor analy-
sis in half-sib design to identify QTL affecting health traits in dairy cattle.
The increase in QTL number may be due to an increase in power or it may
be due to an increase in the type 1 error rate. Churchill and Doerge [2] sug-
gested that taking account of a priori known major gene(s) could significantly
increase the power for detecting unlinked QTL effects secondary to the ma-
jor gene. However, they cautioned that if the major gene(s) are determined in
the light of the data from the present experiment, the type I error level of the
procedure can not be guaranteed. In cofactor analysis, the cofactors are deter-
mined from the same experimental data. It is also not clear how adjusting for
a nonexistent QTL effect in non-segregating families affects the analyses of
other chromosomes for these families. The cofactor effects are overestimated
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in the first round of analysis i.e. individual chromosome analysis, which may
result in some non-significant regions of the chromosome crossing the signifi-
cance threshold. Fitting non-significant effects as cofactors could add noise to
the analyses and might result in loss of power rather than in gain [3]. Since the
number of QTL detected in half-sib designs is substantially higher in cofactor
analysis, it is crucial to investigate if the expected type I error rate is preserved
in cofactor analysis.

Power to detect segregating QTL is a function of the number of individuals
genotyped for the genetic markers and phenotyped for the quantitative traits,
the effect of segregating QTL, heritability of the trait, type I error rate allowed
and marker density as well as residual variance [17, 19]. The threshold level
for inclusion of a cofactor will also influence the power as well as type I error
rate. Therefore, this simulation study was designed to study the power and
type I error rate in QTL mapping including the cofactor with varying family
size, heritability, QTL effect, map density and threshold level of the cofactor
in order to test the following two hypotheses. Hypothesis I: using cofactors, as
implemented in the half-sib design by De Koning et al. [3] increases the power
of QTL mapping, especially when the power for detection is low and with
liberal threshold for cofactor. Hypothesis II: using cofactors increases type I
error rate in QTL mapping in half-sib designs.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Simulation of data

Phenotypes and marker data were simulated for 15 half-sib families. The
parameters for nine different scenarios are presented in Table I. Marker alle-
les were sampled on 15 chromosomes, each with 12 tetra-allelic markers with
equal allele frequencies placed with a distance of 5 cM between loci, except in
the sparse-marker density scenario where four markers were placed at 20 cM
intervals. Bi-allelic QTL alleles were simulated on five chromosomes situated
halfway between markers 7 and 8, except in the sparse marker density scenario
where the QTL location was halfway between markers 3 and 4. The QTL alle-
les were assumed to have equal frequency. In each scenario the QTL explained
50% of the genetic variance and the other 50% of the genetic variance was
due to polygenes unlinked to the QTL. In scenario 1–6, each of the five QTL
explained 10% and in scenario 7 each of the two QTL explained 25% of the
genetic variance. In scenario 8 (unequal QTL effect I), five QTL with diminish-
ing effects were simulated, explaining 13.3%, 11.7%, 10.0%, 8.3% and 6.7%
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Table I. Parameters for default and alternative simulated population.

Scenario 1 (Default population)
No. of half-sib family
No. of offspring per half-sib family
No. of chromosomes
Length of each chromosome (cM)
Markers per chromosome
Distance between adjacent markers (cM)
No. of chromosome with QTL
Position of QTL
QTL effect (individual)
Phenotypic variance
Additive effect of QTL allele
Threshold level for cofactor

15
100
15
55
12
5
5
Halfway between markers 7 and 8
10% of genetic variance
100
1
0.05

Scenario 2 (Medium family size)
No. of offspring per half-sib family 50
Scenario 3 (Small family size)
No. of offspring per half-sib family 25
Scenario 4 (Stringent threshold)
Chromosome-wise threshold level for 0.01
cofactors
Scenario 5 (Liberal threshold)
Chromosome-wise threshold level for 0.10
cofactors
Scenario 6 (sparse-marker density)
Length of the chromosome (cM)
No. of markers
Distance (cM) between adjacent markers
Position of QTL

60
4
20
Halfway between markers 3 and 4

Scenario 7 (large QTL effect)
No. of chromosomes with QTL
QTL effect (individual)

2
25% of genetic variance

Scenario 8 (unequal QTL effect I)
Unequal QTL effect

Smallest QTL explains half of the
variance of what the biggest QTL does

Scenario 9 (unequal QTL effect II)
Unequal QTL effect

Smallest QTL explains two-thirds of
the variance of what the biggest QTL
does

Parameters for alternative populations are the same as the default except for those specified in
the Table.

such that the smallest QTL explained half the variance of the biggest QTL and
collectively explained half of the genetic variance. Similarly, in scenario 9 (un-
equal QTL effect II), the five QTL explained 12, 11, 10, 9 and 8% of genetic
variance, such that the smallest QTL explained two-thirds of the variance of
the biggest QTL. Each of the scenarios was replicated 100 times. Therefore,
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there were 500 chromosomes with a QTL and 1000 chromosomes without a
QTL simulated in each scenario except in scenario 7 (large QTL effect) where
it was 200 and 1300 respectively.

The total phenotypic variance of the trait was assumed to be 100. Each of
the nine scenarios was simulated with two different “heritabilities”, 0.90 and
0.30. The phenotypes were simulated on each offspring for 15 half-sib fami-
lies by adding the sire effect, effect of QTL allele inherited from the sire and
error component. Therefore, the heritability of 0.90 resembles a granddaughter
design with a heritability normally observed for yield traits in granddaughter
designs in dairy cattle. Similarly, the heritability 0.30 resembles the low heri-
tability traits like disease resistance traits in a granddaughter design. This also
resembles the heritability observed in milk yield traits in a daughter-design in
dairy cattle. Three family sizes were considered with 100, 50 and 25 offspring
per half-sib family. There were three threshold levels for considering cofactors
in the analysis: 0.05, 0.01 and 0.10.

2.2. Cofactor analysis

Each replicate was analysed using cofactor analysis followed by analyses
under a multiple QTL model using a modification of the methodology pro-
posed by De Koning et al. [3]. In the first step of the multiple QTL analyses,
the candidate regions were analysed individually fitting a single QTL within
every family:

Yi j = μi + biXi j + ei j (1)

where Yi j is the phenotype of j, offspring of sire i, μi is the effect of being in
sire family i, bi is the allele substitution effect of the QTL within family i, Xi j is
the probability that animal j inherited the (arbitrarily assigned) first haplotype
of sire i, and ei j is the residual effect. In the second step, the best positions on
every chromosome that exceeded a point-wise 5% threshold were identified
and used as cofactors to re-analyse all the regions using the following model:

Yi j = μi + biXi j +

n∑

k=1

bikXi jk + ei j (2)

where the variables are identical to (1), except for the term
n∑

k=1
bikXi jk, which

describes the multiple regression of the n cofactors that were on chromo-
somes other than the one under study. If this analysis revealed additional puta-
tive QTL, or the best positions of the QTL changed, the selection of cofactors
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was modified and the regions were re-analysed. This step is repeated until no
new QTL are identified or dropped from the model, and the positions of the
QTL are stable. In the present study, this step was repeated five times in each
simulated data set. The difference between this analysis and that of De Koning
et al. [3] is that in the present study the cofactors were fitted in the model si-
multaneously with the putative QTL, while De Koning et al. [3] adjusted the
trait scores for cofactor effects prior to re-analysing the chromosomes. The
number of significant QTL was counted in the first round (single chromosome
analyses) and the fifth round and the locations of true QTL were recorded. An
identified QTL was considered to be a true positive when it was identified to
reside on a chromosome where a QTL was simulated. The QTL location was
considered accurate when it was observed in the maker interval where it was
simulated and the accuracy goes down with the QTL location drifting away
from the correct marker interval. The chromosome-wise threshold level for
QTL and cofactors was uniform at 0.05 except for scenario 4 (stringent thresh-
old) and scenario 5 (liberal threshold) where the chromosome-wise threshold
to cofactors were 0.01 and 0.10 respectively. When applying an empirical 5%
chromosome-wide threshold, on average 5% of chromosomes without QTL in
the study will be called significant. At this significance level we expect to get
an average of 50 false positives (FP) in each scenario, because in 100 replica-
tions there was a total of 1000 chromosomes without QTL. The expected num-
ber of false positives in the “large QTL” scenario was 65 (5% of 1300 non-QTL
chromosomes). Chromosome-wide significance thresholds were determined
empirically by 1000 permutations [2], where phenotypes of half-sib offspring
were randomised within half-sib families while retaining genotypes. For the
cofactor analyses, permutations were performed for the chromosome under
study while maintaining the link between the genotypes and phenotypes for
the cofactors on other linkage groups. For a type I error rate of 0.05, a sample
of 1000 permutations is usually regarded as sufficient [5, 15]. A putative QTL
was included as the cofactor when it exceeded the chromosome-wide threshold
that was set for a given scenario. Van der Beek et al. [17] described a method
for estimation of power for a half-sib design for a single interval analysis. This
was used to estimate the theoretical power for each scenario for a single test
taking the parameters used for simulation of data.

3. RESULTS

Table II shows that cofactor analysis did not increase the power to locate
QTL in the large half-sib family size scenario but there was a small increase in
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Table II. Number of QTL identified with different family sizes and heritabilities using
single chromosome analyses and cofactor analyses.

h2 Family Single chromosome Cofactor analyses Change Change
size analyses in true in FP

QTL (%) (%)

True* False** Total True False Total
High 100 483 59 542 482 56 538 –0.21 –5.08

50 356 55 411 383 60 443 7.58 9.09
25 174 49 223 197 73 270 13.22 48.98

Low 100 211 57 268 211 63 274 0.0 10.53
50 93 56 149 94 66 160 1.08 17.86
25 57 51 108 69 74 143 21.05 45.10

* A total of 500 QTL were simulated; ** nominal/expected number of false positive was 50.

Table III. Accuracy in QTL location estimation with different family sizes and heri-
tabilities using single chromosome analyses and cofactor analyses.

h2 Family Single chromosome analyses Cofactor analyses
size

0 ± 1 ± 2 ± 3 > 3 0 ± 1 ± 2 ± 3 > 3
High 100 51.1 37.7 5.6 3.7 1.9 53.7 34.0 7.1 3.3 1.9

50 35.4 37.4 11.8 9.3 6.2 32.6 39.2 14.4 7.1 6.8
25 24.1 32.8 17.2 15.5 10.3 26.4 26.9 18.3 17.8 10.7

Low 100 15.2 32.2 18.5 17.5 16.6 16.1 34.6 15.2 18.0 16.1
50 20.4 22.6 21.5 21.5 14.0 20.2 20.2 26.6 18.1 14.9
25 7.0 19.3 21.1 28.1 24.6 7.2 26.1 15.9 24.6 26.1

Proportion (%) of QTL identified in the correct (0), ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, and beyond 3 marker interval.

power with medium and small family size scenarios. However, the false posi-
tives (FP) generally increased when cofactor analysis was used. The exception
was with the large family in the high heritability situation, where FP decreased
by 5%. In cofactor analysis with the small family size scenario, there were
increases of 13% and 21% in the number of true QTL identified in high- and
low heritability conditions, but also 49% and 45% increases in FP. Out of a
total of 47 new significant positions found in cofactor analysis in small family
size with high heritability, 24 were false positives. The accuracy of QTL lo-
cation estimates remains very similar in both individual and cofactor analysis
(Tab. III). With small family size (25 offspring/family) the power of detection
of true QTL increased in cofactor analysis under both high- and low heritabil-
ity conditions.
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Table IV. Number of QTL simulated and identified with different threshold levels for
cofactors and different heritabilities using single chromosome analyses and cofactor
analyses*.

h2 Threshold Single chromosome Cofactor analyses Change Change

level for analyses in true in FP

cofactor QTL (%) (%)

True False** Total True False Total

High 0.01 470 61 531 472 53 525 0.43 –13.11

0.05 483 59 542 482 56 538 –0.21 –5.08

0.10 481 44 525 487 59 546 1.25 34.09

Low 0.01 201 51 252 198 58 256 –1.49 13.74

0.05 211 57 268 211 63 274 0.0 10.53

0.10 224 51 275 255 72 327 13.84 41.18

* Family size 100; ** nominal/expected number of false positive was 50.

Table IV shows that the level of threshold (0.01, 0.05 and 0.10) for a chro-
mosomal position to qualify as a cofactor generally did not change the power
to detect QTL but a liberal threshold increased the level of FP. With a strin-
gent threshold and high heritability there was a 13% decrease in FP in cofactor
analysis, though the power to identify true QTL was the same as that observed
in single chromosome analyses. However, in the case of small family size and
high heritability, there was a 34% increase in FP. Out of 21 new locations, that
became significant in this scenario with cofactor analysis, only six were true
QTL and the rest were false positives. With low heritability and liberal thresh-
old levels for cofactors at 0.10, there was a 13% increase in power. However,
FP increased for both stringent and liberal threshold scenarios (Tab. V). The
biggest increase in FP (41%) was in the case of a liberal threshold and low-
heritability scenario. The theoretical power calculated for the single interval
test (Tab. VI) based on the population design and the parameters used to sim-
ulate the data were very close to the power observed for single chromosome
analyses. Out of the three levels of threshold used, the power was only in-
creased in cofactor analysis in comparison to individual QTL mapping in the
low heritability and liberal threshold scenario. The accuracy of the estimates
of QTL location was very similar in both individual and cofactor analysis (data
not shown).

The results of QTL analysis presented so far had five QTL each explain-
ing the same amount of variance. Table VII shows that ‘unequal QTL effects’
does not change the power of detection of QTL, while the FP was increased
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Table V. Expected and realised false positive rate (FPR) in single chromosome analy-
ses and cofactor analyses.

Scenarios Expected Realised FP

FP High h2 Low h2

Single Cofactor Single Cofactor
chromosome analyses chromosome analyses

analyses analyses
Scenario 1 50 59 56 57 63
Default population
Scenario 2 50 55 60 56 66
Medium family size
Scenario 3 50 49 73 51 74
Small family size
Scenario 4 50 61 53 51 58
Stringent threshold
Scenario 5 50 44 59 51 72
Liberal threshold
Scenario 6 50 56 52 57 66
Sparse-marker density
Scenario 7 65 71 55 56 75
Large QTL effect
Scenario 8 50 46 53 52 62
Unequal QTL effect-I
Scenario 9 50 57 53 49 60
Unequal QTL effect-II

or decreased in different scenarios. These two ‘unequal QTL effect’ scenarios
with high heritability had similar power for both individual and cofactor anal-
ysis. Similar to the default scenario in the high heritability scenario, there was
a 7% decrease in FP in scenario 9 (unequal QTL effect II) with the cofactor
analysis. However, a 15% increase in FP was observed with scenario 8 (un-
equal QTL effect I) with cofactor analysis. In low heritability condition, there
was an increase in FP in both scenarios 8 and 9 (Tab. V). The observed powers
in both cases were lower than in the default situation (equal QTL effect). No
substantial changes in QTL location estimates were observed when cofactors
were included in the analysis in comparison to when they were not included
(data not shown).

Table VIII shows that there was no increase in the power of QTL detection
with cofactor analysis in the “sparse marker” and “big QTL” scenarios. Though
a decrease in FP was observed in high heritability condition in these scenarios,
FP increased in the low heritability condition. With high heritability, the power
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Table VI. Comparison of theoretical expected powers based on experimental designs
and empirical powers with and without cofactor analysis.

Scenarios High h2 Low h2

Expected Realised power Expected Realised power

power Single Cofactor power Single Cofactor

for single chromosome analyses chromosome analyses

interval analyses analyses

test

Scenario 1 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.53 0.42 0.42

Default population

Scenario 2 0.81 0.71 0.77 0.26 0.19 0.19

Medium family size

Scenario 3 0.47 0.35 0.39 0.14 0.11 0.14

Small family size

Scenario 4 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.53 0.40 0.40

Stringent threshold

Scenario 5 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.53 0.45 0.51

Liberal threshold

Scenario 6 0.96 0.86 0.86 0.45 0.28 0.26

Sparse-marker density

Scenario 7 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.91 0.91

Large QTL effect

Scenario 8 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.46 0.36 0.36

Unequal QTL effect-I

Scenario 9 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.49 0.38 0.39

Unequal QTL effect-II

Table VII. Number of QTL simulated and identified with unequal QTL effect and
different heritabilities using single chromosome analyses and cofactor analyses*.

h2 Unequal QTL Single chromosome Cofactor analyses Change Change

effect analyses in true in FP

QTL (%) (%)

True False** Total True False Total

High Default (high-h2) 483 59 542 482 56 538 –0.21 –5.08

Unequal QTL effect I 479 46 525 484 53 537 1.04 15.22

Unequal QTL effect II 473 57 530 475 53 528 0.42 –7.02

Low Default (low-h2) 211 57 268 211 63 274 0.0 10.53

Unequal QTL effect I 179 52 231 178 62 240 –0.56 19.23

Unequal QTL effect II 191 49 240 195 60 255 2.09 22.45

* Family size 100; ** nominal/expected number of false positive was 50.
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Table VIII. Number of QTL simulated and identified with sparse marker, large QTL
effect and different heritabilities using single chromosome analyses and cofactor anal-
yses*.

h2 Marker density Single chromosome Cofactor analyses Change Change

and large QTL analyses in true in FP

QTL (%) (%)

True False Total True False Total

High Default (high-h2) 483 59 542 482 56 538 –0.21 –5.08

Marker interval 20 cM 430 56 486 428 52 480 –0.47 –7.14

Large QTL** 200 71 271 200 55 255 0.0 –22.54

Low Default (low-h2) 211 57 268 211 63 274 0.0 10.53

Marker interval 20 cM 139 57 196 132 66 198 –5.04 15.79

Large QTL* 181 56 237 181 75 256 0.0 33.93

* Family size 100; **a total of 200 QTL were simulated and nominal/expected number of false
positives for ‘large QTL’ scenario is 65.

of the sparse marker scenario was 0.86 for single chromosome analyses com-
pared to 0.97 observed in the default situation (marker interval of 5 cM). A 7%
decrease in FP was observed with cofactor analysis in high heritability condi-
tion, while FP increased by 16% in the low heritability condition. In the “big
QTL” scenario, power to identify QTL was 100% in high heritability condi-
tion and 0.91 with low heritability for both individual and cofactor analysis
(Tab. VI) and both these two estimates were similar to their theoretical expec-
tations. However, using cofactor analysis changed the FP for the two levels of
heritability (Tab. V). With high heritability there was a 23% decrease in FP
with cofactor analysis, while with low heritability, there was a 34% increase
in FP.

4. DISCUSSION

Cofactor analysis as implemented in half-sib designs by De Koning et al. [3]
does not change the power of QTL mapping but generally increases the number
of false positives (FP). Generally, there was a small or no difference in power
to detect QTL between single chromosome analyses and cofactor analyses.
There was two exceptions in low heritability conditions where the cofactor
analysis increased the power from 11% to 14% in scenarios with small family
sizes and from 45% to 51% in scenarios with liberal thresholds to include a
cofactor in the model. However, in those scenarios, the FP increased between
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40% and 50%. This means that the expected type I error rate is not main-
tained in the iterative scheme of fitting cofactors in the model. Consequently,
the two power measures were not comparable and the increase in both power
and FP might be due to the increased probability level of type I error (α). For
example, in the small family size and low heritability condition, the power
increased from 0.11 to 0.14 with cofactor analysis. However, if single chro-
mosome analyses are performed with a type I error rate of 7.4%, which is the
empirical type I error rate observed with cofactor analysis in this scenario,
the theoretical power would increase from 0.14 to 0.18. Consequently, the in-
crease in power observed can be explained by the increase in type I error rate.
Therefore, this study did not support the first hypothesis that cofactor analysis
improves power in the half-sib design. However the FP was generally higher
for cofactor analysis than for single chromosome analysis and the difference
was particularly pronounced (up to 50% increase) in low power scenarios and
when liberal thresholds for cofactor inclusion were used (Tab. V). Therefore,
the second hypothesis supported that cofactor analysis [3] gives a higher type I
error rate in half-sib design than single chromosome analysis in QTL mapping
does. These results indicate that if cofactor analysis is used, there is a high
risk that additionally identified QTL are false positives. We covered a wide
range of scenarios with varying power. The “high heritability” in the present
study, simulates the situation for most yield traits that are routinely measured
in progeny testing of AI bulls in dairy cattle and “low heritability” resembles
the heritability observed for disease traits. However, we did not observe an
increase in power with cofactor analysis as reported earlier [1, 3, 16, 18, 20].
De Koning et al. [3] reported, using cofactor analysis, that the initial number
of five suggestive QTL had increased to eight significant QTL in a study with
data with an average of 41 sons per sire and ranging from 21 to 82. The current
simulations would suggest that with such small family size there might be a
high false positive rate among the additional QTL.

The FP was generally higher for cofactor analysis than for single chromo-
some analysis. The difference was particularly pronounced in low power sce-
narios and when a liberal threshold for cofactor inclusion was used. The main
factors causing the difference in power were the family size and the genetic
variance explained by the QTL (heritability). The factors influence the FP in
a different manner. The powers of QTL detection were very similar in sce-
nario 1 “low heritability and large family” (53%) and scenario 3 “high heri-
tability and small family” (47%). Nonetheless, the increase in FP when using
cofactor analysis was much more marked with the small family size, which
was also the scenario with high heritability, with the largest increase in FP.
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This is most likely because in a small family there is a much higher proba-
bility of observing a random association between the sampled marker alleles
and the sampled phenotypes just by chance. Consequently, when a QTL is in-
cluded as a cofactor the markers will tend to fit some of the residual variance
in families where no QTL segregates. This explanation agrees with the obser-
vation that with liberal thresholds for cofactor inclusion the FP increased both
in high- and low- heritability scenarios. In this case there is an increased risk
that the fitted cofactor is a false positive and even though the detection of a
QTL uses a higher threshold, the expected type I error rate is not controlled
in the QTL test because non genetic parts of the residual variance are partly
fitted by the cofactor. Viitala et al. [18] identified two genome-wise signifi-
cant QTL for milk production traits in dairy cattle when chromosomes were
analysed individually. Cofactor analysis with the same data, detected a total
of 31 genome-wise significant QTL. The increase in QTL number from 2 to
31 in that study shows the increase in false positives when cofactors similar
with the present simulation study are fitted. The increase in FP supports the
apprehension of Churchill and Doerge [2] that if gene(s) that are detected in
the same experiment are fitted in the model for detecting unlinked QTL effects
secondary to the major gene, the type I error level of the procedure cannot be
guaranteed. Doerge and Churchill [5] carried out a sequential search for mul-
tiple QTL and reported a lower type I error (lower than expected at a 5% sig-
nificant level). However, in two scenarios with 2 QTL and 3 QTL with sample
size 200, they observed high “overcall” (non-simulated QTL were identified),
38 and 45 times in 500 Monte Carlo simulations, respectively. The lower type I
error in some scenarios may be due to a very high QTL effect simulated on the
phenotype in that study (50% of the total variance was explained by a QTL).
Whereas, in the present study, a maximum 15% and minimum 3% of the to-
tal variance was attributed to a QTL in different scenarios. We also observed
lower FP than expected (55 observed vs. 65 expected) in the large QTL effect
scenario with high h2, where each QTL explained 7.5% of the total variance.
The present simulation of QTL effects reflects practical situations for quanti-
tative traits where many genes with small effects have been postulated more
closely [8]. Here one specific implementation of cofactor analysis in half-sib
design was studied, but in the light of the comments of Churchill and Do-
erge [2] and our results, it seems that an increase in type I error is a general
phenomenon in cofactor analysis.

A liberal threshold for inclusion of cofactor increases FP. One of the options
in cofactor analysis is to use a different significance threshold for cofactors
compared to the identification of QTL. Generally, a liberal threshold is fixed
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for cofactors and a stringent threshold for final selection of QTL. For instance,
De Koning et al. [3, 4] used a 5% chromosome-wide threshold to include the
cofactor, but a 5% genome-wide threshold to test significance of the QTL.
They suggested that in practice, different thresholds should be used for pick-
ing cofactors and declaring a significant QTL and they recommended that a
cofactor should be selected at a 5% chromosome-wide level, while for declar-
ing that cofactor as a QTL, genome-wide thresholds should be applied [4]. In
one scenario in the present study, we considered two levels of threshold, 10%
for cofactors and 5% for QTL. The number of true QTL identified increase
by 1.3% and 13.8% in single chromosome analysis and cofactor analysis with
high- and low-heritability condition respectively. However, the results showed
that using a liberal threshold for inclusion of cofactors also increases FP. With
a liberal threshold and high heritability, 71% of the new QTL identified were
false positives. This means that a new significant region identified using a lib-
eral threshold has a 71% probability of being a false positive. Similarly, in a
low heritability situation with a liberal threshold, the probability of a newly
identified region being a true QTL is only 60%. Therefore, a liberal threshold
for cofactor inflates the Type I error rate of the QTL test. This is most probably
a general property and therefore, a liberal threshold for cofactors should not
be used. Schulman et al. [16] used a lower threshold (P < 0.10) for the se-
lecting cofactor. The average number of sons per grandsire in their study was
40 (21 to 82). With such small family size and liberal threshold, the chance
of four additional QTL identified with cofactor analyses being false positive
is quite high. However, cofactor analysis can help to decrease the type I er-
ror rate, if the experiment has very high power to detect QTL and a stringent
threshold for cofactors is used. With stringent threshold FP, decreased by 13%
in the high heritability scenario. A maximum decrease in FP was 22% with
a cofactor analysis in a “large QTL” scenario where the power of identifying
QTL was 100%. Therefore, cofactor analysis in its present form should only be
used in experiments with very high power to reduce FP rather than to increase
power. This recommendation is in contradiction with De Koning et al. [4] who
suggested applying a liberal threshold for cofactors and a stringent threshold
for declaring a significant QTL. The results indicate that one of the main rea-
sons of increase in FP in cofactor analysis may be fitting cofactor effects in
families where the QTL is not segregating. This would explain the finding that
the effect is more pronounced in small families. Therefore, cofactor analysis
may be improved if cofactors are only fitted within families with a significant
association. With such a change, cofactor analysis may control the nominal
false positive rate and thereby be applicable in more general situations.
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